


ABOUT US

The commitment of sharing pure indulgent chocolate with the world is what
inspired Vasudha Munjal Dinodia, a third generation entrepreneur from the

illustrious Hero Group to create artistry with chocolate. 
Struggling to find quality chocolate in India she decided to bring the best quality
ingredients from all over the globe and produce world class chocolates in India.

 

The word Chokola,
comes from the Mayan word that means

"To drink chocolate together"
 

 
What started as a single location store in Vasant Vihar, New Delhi in 2005, is

today a well-recognized global brand in the chocolate world with its presence not
only across major Indian cities through its own boutique stores but throughout

the world through retail partners. The brand is now expanding its footprint
across South East Asia, Europe and the US through various channel partners.





COLLECTIVE ONE

Sweeten your celebrations with our mixed mendiants handcrafted
to perfection in an ornate green gift box.

MRP : 475/- Shelf Life : 6 Months

www.chokola.in

The perfect pairing of crunchiness and smoothness



COLLECTIVE ONE

A classic selection of mixed rochers that sets a joyous tone to your
special celebrations in an ornate green gift box.

MRP : 495/- Shelf Life : 6 Months

www.chokola.in

The perfect pairing of crunchiness and smoothness



COLLECTIVE TWO

Our collective two is a beautiful contrast of mixed mendiants and
honeycombs. A tasteful pairing of flavors crafted to suit your gifting

needs.

MRP : 875/- Shelf Life : 6 Months
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The perfect pairing of crunchiness and smoothness



COLLECTIVE THREE

A tasteful trifecta of mixed mendiants, mixed cocoa pods and
honeycombs, that triple your happiness. A perfect set of flavours

and textures for the festive season.

MRP : 1275/- Shelf Life : 6 Months
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The perfect pairing of crunchiness and smoothness



DELIGHT

Add a tone of celebratory delight to your corporate gifting with a
selection of eggless chocolate coated mini cakes, 35% milk chocolate

mini bar and 55% dark chocolate discs. A combination of well
balanced authentic flavors, perfect for gifting and sharing.

MRP : 875/- Shelf Life : 4 Months
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A delicious array of premium handcrafted treats



www.chokola.in

BONBON

The exotic chocolate flavors come together in a suave box of
bonbons that reminded one of a delicate french experience. 

MRP : 1200/- Shelf Life : 4 Months

Exotic chocolate flavors in a suave box 

Classic dark Coconut Raspberry Cinnamon Mocha Passion fruit Rocher Cloud of milk French biscuitLime



COSMOS

This eclectic hamper is a collection of butterscotch crunchettes,
peanut crunchettes, chocolate coated

raisins and almond marbles.

MRP : 1650/- Shelf Life : 6 Months

Treats that reflect your discerning taste
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HARMONY 

A perfect addition to celeberation gifting

A delicious quartet of dark chocolate mini, mixed rocher,
butterscotch crunchettes & peanut crunchettes come together in a

range that is aptly called Harmony.

MRP : 1650/- Shelf Life : 6 Months
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TRUFFLE

These decadent chocolate truffles are filled with soft chocolate
ganache and coated with an extra layer of luscious chocolate, nuts,
etc. Packed in a premium wooden box, this chocolate truffle box is

the perfect gift for your loved ones.

MRP : 1950/- Shelf Life : 2 Months

Redefines elegance both in exquisite taste and presentation

www.chokola.in

Classic milkHazelnut Classic dark  Mocha MintRaspberry Caramel Passion fruit



SWEET MEMORIES OF INDIA

The flavors of India come together in a signature box which is named as
"Sweet memories of India".

A perfect showcase of different regional flavors like dark mocha, chilly
surprise, tropical coconut and fennel fusion which are paired with

different chocolates for a mouth watering experience.
These decadent chocolates are packed in an elegant box having an

elephant imprint that is a true reflection of Indian heritage.

MRP : 2300/- Shelf Life : 13 Months

Handcrafted souvenirs from India
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CELEBRATION HAMPER
SMALL

Collective one - mix cocoa pod, 55% dark chocolate baking buttons,
butterscotch crunchettes, classic milk hot chocolate blend, cocoa

almond cookies along with a handcrafted candle that adds a sweet
gesture of affection. A perfect gift for someone special this festive

season.

MRP : 2500/- Shelf Life : 6 Months

A cozy box of our delectable treats
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FESTIVE STORIES

These melt-in-the-mouth chocolates are handmade with love and the
distinct Indian flavors of mango, indian gooseberry, delecacy of delhi
kulfi, kashmiri kahwa and are the ideal way to experience the best of

Indian gastronomy.
These decadent fusions are packed in an elegant box having an peacock

imprint that is a true reflection of Indian heritage.

A cozy box of our Indian flavors

MRP : 2500/- Shelf Life : 12 Months
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SWEET MEMORIES OF INDIA



REGALIA

Setting a royal tone to your festive gifting is our new regalia gift box
with a burst of flavours in the form of butterscotch crunchettes,
peanut crunchettes, dark rochers, milk disc and rice crispy bar.

MRP : 2600/- Shelf Life : 6 Months

Magnificent gourmet chocolate box for your loved ones
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TREASURE

A premium assortment of chocolates including milk chocolate
mendiants, butterscotch crunchettes, raspberry minis, dark

chocolate rochers, dark chocolate finger bars and chocolate dipped
pistaschio cookies. 

 

Delectable treats in a signature gift box

MRP : 2950/- Shelf Life : 4 Months
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CELEBRATION HAMPER 
MEDIUM

A whole new range of products adorn our medium hamper, which
includes classic smooth milk chocolate bar, coffee crunchettes, make

your own oatmeal cookie mix, make your own assorted hot chocolate,
almond marbles, hot chocolate fudge sauce and classic rich dark

chocolate bar.
A hamper full of celebrations with a pair of handcrafted candles

carefully curated to suit your gifting needs.
 MRP : 3500/- Shelf Life : 6 Months

Resonating warmth and joy
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BLISS

A premium assortment of chocolates such as crunchy caramel chocolate
ring, raspberry finger bar, dark cranberry bon-bon, peanut butter bon-

bon, almond chocolate cup, french biscuit chocolate cup, milk chocolate
bon-bon, dark chocolate bon-bon, vanilla caramel praline, milk mini bar,
dark mini bar, chocolate dipped almond cookies, coffee finger bar and

orange caramel pralines.

MRP : 4200/- Shelf Life : 4 Months
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Finest indulgence for extravagant celebrations



CELEBRATION HAMPER 
LARGE

 Our large celebration hamper comes with goodies such as coffee & cinnamon
hot chocolate blend, make your own oatmeal cookie mix, make your own

vanilla almond cake mix, collective series one milk chocolate disc, hot
chocolate fudge sauce, dark chocolate baking buttons, milk chocolate baking
buttons, himalayan pink salt mini, chia seed dark chocolate mini and french

biscuit bar. 
An explosion of happiness and chocolate filled joy!

MRP : 6500/- Shelf Life : 6 Months

A hamper as grand as the festivities
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GRANDEUR

 
For those extravagant celebrations that deserve only the finest of

indulgences. Unbox the grandeur box with an assortment of chokola's
finest chocolates.

To double up the magic, Chokola has collaborated with Alchemy Deluxe,
a worldclass silver brand that has designed a silver coated jar for this

hamper. 
 

MRP : 15000/- Shelf Life : 4 Months
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A royal epitome of celebration
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THANKYOU

Follow Us at


